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          Governing the Security Space in Nigeria: Providing Security Legislation 

I have argued for a security policy and strategy as steps towards evolving and 
implementing security for this country. This argument was captured within time and 
knowledge of familiar terms in administration. In an environment where security grew 
out of the role of the armed forces in governance, where security has not been 
understood intellectually and differed significantly from what operates as security 
internationally from the point of view of theories and practices, it is advisable to exercise 
caution and to live open the prospect of changing one’s view as one’s knowledge 
increases.  

I have argued severally that it is important to construct security from understanding the 
theories and practices of security from its place of origin and from indigenous knowledge 
and within the concept of Nigeria’s History, Experience and Reality (HER). Both 
indigenous knowledge and HER reflects my believe that Nigeria’s use of security did not 
arise from its relation with other countries of the world (security and security studies first 
originated from International Relations and discourses as conceived within this 
environment) to which concepts, theories, issues and practices applies hence the need to 
construct and apply security that is distinctively Nigerian. Nigeria’s development 
trajectory is different. Therefore Nigeria’s responses to the action spurred by the trajectory 
differ. To this extent, Nigerians react differently.   

What comes out as security for Nigeria derives from its internal defence needs. The 
defence needs was spurred by the increasing inability of the state to grapple with 
discontents often violent and armed among the nationalities that constitute Nigeria. 
While there is a nexus in this reality that straddle defence and security, the abiding 
approach of the Nigerian authority is to subscribe to the defence line in its quest for 
solution and in the process conflate defence and security. Nigeria’s problem is security 
oriented and transcends the defence solution that puts the Military, Intelligence and Law 
Enforcement or MILE in the lead.  

There is therefore a distinctive need to appreciate and define the lines uniting and 
separating defence and security within the Nigerian context not only in terms of 
legislation, policy and strategy but also in terms of intellectual expositions and discourses. 
It is only in doing this that we will begin to infuse sense into the senselessness that 
governed these realms today.  

This informs the need for the Nigerian authority to provide the enabling environment 
that would facilitate and jumpstart the engagement on security from the point of view of 
policy and strategy. However, policies and strategies require legislations to give them a 
proper enforceable foundation. Policies and strategies are transient while legislation 
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assume a degree of permanence and provide the enabling platform for policies and 
strategies to operate. In my previous submission, I had argued for the need for security 
policy as the basis of strategy.  

I am of the opinion that the enduring legacy would be to come up with security 
legislation supportive of individual governments’ interpretation of this legislation in the 
form of policy and strategy. This is because security has assumed an importance that it 
cannot be left to chance anymore. With this legislation in place, academics, intellectuals, 
journalists, civil society groups and others now know security and the parameters of 
security and can begin to engage in theorisation, in issues development, in agenda setting, 
in engaging the government, in engaging the communities on the effectiveness or 
otherwise of the pursuit of security in the lives of Nigerians. 

I have often used the United States’ example to buttress the need for not only policy and 
strategy but now legislation. Since the US Congress enacted the National Security Act in 
1947 setting out the philosophy of what is universally known as national security in the 
United States of America, governments have used the legislation to guide their policies 
and strategies towards the attainment of the security objectives of the United States. The 
National Security Act of 1947 was a legislation that emanated from America’s history, 
experience and reality. The Act has guided policies of subsequent governments since it was 
enacted. The latest take on this legislation is the America First national security strategy 
of President Donald J. Trump.   

Nigerian officials canvassed security in discourses and programmes without a sense of 
where this security derives their strength. There has been element of imitation of other 
countries’ history, experience and reality while jettisoning that of Nigeria. Much of this 
may have been the result of military rule orientation. Since the establishment of 
representative rule in 1999, the use and abuse of security has increased exponentially 
without any defined legal and policy framework. The content of this security is the 
military-defence-grade type that hardly distinguishes the nature and character of Nigeria’s 
defence and security needs respectively. The present administration epitomised this 
military-defence-grade security type in one of its three point agenda of securing Nigeria. 

Indeed the incumbent, President Buhari, symbolised this security type to the extent that 
one of the reasons for his election in 2015 apart from the desire for any change was the 
mistaken believe that as a former military officer, the solution to the crisis in the north 
east required his type of his “security skills.” Almost four years down the road, the reality 
of the situation in the north east is part of the hypocrisy, political correctness and hate 
speech that governed discourse about the administration’s performance in its agenda of 
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securing Nigeria. According to Honourable Sani Mohammed, the talk of normalcy and 
stability returning to the north east is a “farce, a ruse and lies”. 

Of the presidents under the 1999 Republic, only President Obasanjo saw the need for a 
framework to define his government’s conception of security which he described as Grand 
National Security Strategy. The rests – Presidents Yarádua, Jonathan and Buhari - have 
relied on the knowledge of the military to drive their conception of security. I had argued 
in the case of Presidents Yarádua and Jonathan that they, in their wisdom, decided to 
concession “security” to the military in the seeming attempt at appeasement and/or 
accommodation of the vast infrastructure of the military in and out of power.  

This, I argued, was in tandem with the evolving understanding between the political and 
military elite that sought to create the ground for a type of civil-military relation to 
sustain this democracy. Perhaps, the compilation of the National Security Strategy of 
2014 by Office of the National Security Adviser (ONSA) was geared towards silencing 
critique on the absence of any document on security and covering the lacuna in the 
government’s engagement with foreign partners. This NSS whose shelve life is ending is 
hardly any reference point in the government’s conduct on its perspective on security. 

The purpose of security legislation is to provide for the nature, meaning and purpose of 
security – this all important resource guzzling and priority issue for all administration 
since 1999. The legislation should state the followings: what is security, whose security, 
what counts as security issues, and where possible how this security can be attained. With 
the legislation in place, it becomes an enforceable document and the basis for policy and 
strategy.  

In the evolution of the legislation, Nigerians should be given the opportunity to have a 
say and to design this security which for all intent and purpose must differ from the 
security type that has failed, is failing and will continue to fail. What is required in the new 
security type is heavy dose of indigenous or local content and Nigeria’s History, 
Experience and Reality (HER).  

With this legislation in place, it will guide the security policy and strategy of the federal, 
state and local governments and those of ministries, departments and agencies. The 
security legislation will provide the enabling environment for accountability and reduce 
arbitrariness that is the hallmark of the present so-called security type. 


